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Reviewed by Alan N. Baxter (Universidade Federal da Bahia, Brazil)
The Livlu-nglandji santome-putugêji is a hallmark bilingual dictionary of Santome,
the Portuguese-lexified creole of São Tomé, and Portuguese, the official language
of the Republic of São Tomé and Príncipe. The dictionary contains an impressive
8,500 entries, far beyond previous lexicons of Santome such as those of Fontes
(2007) and Major/Ministério da Educação e Cultura (2004). The entries are drawn
from extensive written and oral corpora, the latter being mainly from Hagemeijer’s
interdisciplinary project on the origin and development of the creole societies of
the Gulf of Guinea (http://www.gulfofguineacreoles.com/). The integrity of all entries was ratified by a team of native speakers of Santome, including linguists.
The introduction (Apresentação — with unnumbered pages) provides basic
information about the language and sketches the structure of the dictionary. Here
the ALUSTP (i.e., the unified alphabet of the languages of São Tomé and Príncipe)1
is introduced, the phonology of the creole is outlined, and reference is made to the
treatment of variation: all variants have entries, but one variant is considered primary, as judged by the team of Santome consultants. The section provides a useful
table of alphabet-phoneme correspondences. Although tone has been shown to
exist in the three indigenous creoles of São Tomé and Príncipe — Ling’Ie, Ngola
and Santome (Ferraz 1979; Maurer 1995, 2009), this feature is evidently not significant for the phonemic-orthographic representation of Santome, and is not mentioned. Finally, the section summarizes the sources of the dictionary entries, and
includes a bibliography of references key to the dictionary project.
The Santome entries present the head word in ALUSTP (see the sample page
for letter “A” in this review, page 459). These are then followed by its IPA phonetic representation, their grammatical classification and, in the case of function
words, occasional additional exemplification. Entries do not include etymological
1. The ALUSTP was prepared by a team of linguistics and native speakers, comprising João
Pontífice (Coordinator), Beatriz Afonso, Caustrino Alcântara, Tjerk Hagemeijer, and Philippe
Maurer. The alphabet was requested by the Ministério de Educação e Cultura in 2009, by
Minister Jorge Lopes Bom Jesus, for subsequent ratification.
Journal of Pidgin and Creole Languages 31:2 (2016), 458–462. doi 10.1075/jpcl.31.2.14bax
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Sample page from Dicionário livre santome/português — Livlu-nglandji santome/putugêji

information (for example, for items not derived from Portuguese), a task understandably far beyond the possibilities of this initial dictionary (but see Ferraz 1979,
and Rougé 2004).
The grammatical classification is quite basic in some respects. For example,
verbs are not sub-categorized. The dictionary does, however, identify typical sets
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of word classes, particles, and ideophones. The distinction between verbal and
nominal prepositions is also made. Notable too is the extensive scientific classification of flora and fauna of São Tomé, and the inclusion of both Brazilian and
European Portuguese equivalents where certain semantic nuances are worth noting. Naturally, in any dictionary, gaps are evident, and one obvious instance concerns musical instruments. For example bimba is defined as a ‘traditional musical instrument’ (instrumento musical tradicional), and ngipa is defined likewise.
Neither of these items can be tracked from the Portuguese-Santome section.
Nevertheless, the fact that these words are listed is useful, demonstrating an indirect function of dictionaries: the identification of a lexical area requiring research.
The listing of variants is always a special challenge for dictionary compilers,
and the inclusion here of such variants is laudable. However, the format used could
have been more instructive. Although variants are listed separately, they are only
referenced unilaterally, from the principal entry. The entry for the non-principal
variant does not remit to the principal variant. For example, the principal entry
dlêtu ‘direct, law’, contains a reference to the variant glêtu. However, if one looks
up glêtu independently of dlêtu, there is no cross-reference to the principal entry.
Of course, greater referencing would imply a larger dictionary.
A further issue concerns Portuguese-Santome entries involving the same
words. Thus, Portuguese direito ‘direct, law’ lists the Santome equivalents as “1.
Dlêtu. 2. Glêtu. 3. Odji”, which gives the impression that dlêtu and glêtu have different meanings, rather than being variants of the same word. Item 3, odji, does
have a different meaning. The significance of the numbering is not explained in
the introduction.
In another instance, a variant is not separately listed. The item kulumanu, a
variant of kalumanu ‘human flesh’, only comes to light in the entry fede kulumanu
‘smell like decomposing human flesh’. Furthermore, both fede kalumanu and fede
kulumana have full separate listings identical in definition, which could have been
dealt with by a single principal entry.
Variationists who are familiar with Portuguese and Portuguese lexically-based
creoles will take issue with the comments regarding “unpredictable variation” between [dʒ] and [ʒ], as in djêlu and jêlu ‘money’, between [mb] and [m], as in mbon
and bon ‘well (adv.)’, and or between [ng] and [g], as in ngandu and gandu. The
second variant in each pair suggests influence from the phonology and/or phonotactics of modern European Portuguese. There are many entries in the dictionary
that involve variation of this type, which are suggestive of topics for research into
the effects of ongoing contact between Santome and Portuguese.
As regards overall format, the size of the dictionary is a curiosity. Indeed, livlunglandi, literally ‘big book’, is somewhat of a contradiction, as the dictionary is very
condensed, almost a pocket book. It measures 12.5cm width, by 17cm page length,
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and its entries are presented in two columns per page: 75 pages for the SantomePortuguese entries and 71 pages of the Portuguese-Santome section. Perhaps portability (potential use in schools in São Tomé?), or mere financial considerations,
may be responsible for this format, but the print size (about 6pt) makes for rather
difficult reading.
On the positive side, proof reading of the text has been excellent, as there
are very few errors (one of which occurs on the first page of the introduction
(Apresentação), and another at the very end of the dictionary, in the PortugueseSantome section). Here we find that the final three pages are suddenly unnumbered and the second last page presents, after the entry for xícara ‘cup’, the definition of a musical instrument which is not listed under the Santome word xikla
‘cup’.
For readers keen on obtaining a glimpse of the dictionary, an electronic spinoff of the project is available on-line at http://diclivre.com.br/santome/. This version may also prove useful in educational contexts in São Tomé, as well as to the
wider São Tomé community. Of course, one would hope to see a bilingual electronic version available eventually.
In spite of its some 63,000 speakers, Santome must be considered an endangered language as, even in rural settings, the number of younger speakers is in decline, and the language is not actively supported by official policy. Rather, it seems
to be viewed as a cultural artifact only. These facts underline the importance of
this dictionary. As a contribution to linguistic documentation, the Livlu-nglandi is
definitely a winner: it is the most complete and most accurate lexicon of Santome
to date, fundamental for future research on Santome. One can only hope that the
Livlu-nglandi might have an impact on educational policy in São Tomé, as well as
on the status of its creole.
Accepted: 10/18/13
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